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PEOPLE AND AWARDS

PEOPLE

Outsight
appoints
Werner Filez
as new Smart
Infrastructure
Sales Director, EMEA

Werner Filez, one of the most renowned
experts in Applied Infrastructure Solutions,
has joined Outsight, a provider of
LiDAR software solutions, as the Smart
Infrastructure Sales Director for the Europe,
Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) region.
Having worked in the infrastructure sector
for the last 25 years, M. Filez brings a strong
background in data security.Mr. Filez
will work with hardware manufacturers to
accelerate the deployment of LiDAR in
Smart Infrastructure and Smart Cities.
www.outsight.ai

PEOPLE

Rovcomakes
two new key
appointments as
it diversifies and
grows

Rovco, a global provider of
advanced subsea robotics and integrated
survey solutions to the offshore wind and oil
field decommissioning sectors, has taken a
major step forward as it progresses ambitious
plans for greater global and sectoral growth.
Marc Coull has been promoted to Director of
Inspection, Repair andMaintenance (IRM),
which takes in the state-of-the-art subsea
robotics-based IRM work that has been the
foundation of the company’s operations since
its inception. Craig Davis takes up the new role
of Director of Site Characterisation, and will
be responsible for leading the development
of the company’s dedicated new marine site
characterisation business unit.
www.rovco.com

PEOPLE

Silicon Sensing
appoints new
Chief Engineer

Dr Mark Marshall
has been appointed
as Chief Engineer of Silicon
Sensing Systems Ltd. Dr Marshall joined
Silicon Sensing in 2017 as the lead engineer
on numerous inertial programmes.
Immediately prior to commencing as Chief
Engineer he was the company’s Consultant
Engineer and Electronics Discipline
Manager. In this role, he was responsible
for the electronics and mechanical design
of the company’s latest generation, tactical
grade inertial measurement unit (IMU) - the
DMU41.www.siliconsensing.com

PEOPLE

Sepura Recruit Country Manager for Australian Critical Communications Market

Ronan Rafferty has joined Sepura’s successful Sales Team in Australia, taking the role of Country Manager. He joins at
an exciting time for Sepura as they deploy the first VHFTETRA terminals to the market and continue to develop
opportunities for broadband solutions. Ronan will be taking over leadership of the team from Doug Bowden who
is planning to retire later in 2023. He has the opportunity to build on Sepura considerable success in Australia, where
over 120,000 TETRA radio terminals have now been deployed, primarily in mining but also on transport, utilities, and
commercial sites.www.sepura.com

PEOPLE

David Eagle
joins Tensing
as Director of
Service Delivery

Tensing, a renowned provider
of high-end GIS consultancy and innovative
geospatial solutions, announced the appointment
of David Eagle as the Director of Service Delivery
for the UK team. With over two decades of
experience in GIS, data management, and data
integration consultancy services principally
with the Safe Software FME Platform, David
brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to
his new role. With the largest and best-certified
data team in the United Kingdom and Europe,
Tensing provides highly experienced GIS and data
specialists to help organizations get the most out
of their data.www.tensing.com

AWARD

Danish start-up
Skypuzzler wins
top aviation
award

Danish start-up Skypuzzler
has been nominated in the category ‘Shaping
our future skies’of the Civil Air Navigation
Services Organisation (CANSO) prestigious ATM
Awards. Danish startup Skypuzzler is writing
history as the first startup to win the prestigious
ATM Award in the category ‘Shaping our
future skies’ category. The ceremony took
place in Geneva on March 8th at the Airspace
World 2023 conference.www.skypuzzler.com

AWARD

Frequentis
and Avinor win
the “Overall
Excellence”
Air Traffic
Management Award

Avinor, the airport operator and Air Navigation
Service Provider (ANSP) of Norway has been
working on a project to increase safety for the
air ambulance and drone operators in Norway
through data sharing. A key challenge was
sharing the information of planned and active
drone flights with emergency helicopters
operated by the Norwegian Air Ambulance.
These helicopters often operate in dynamic and
high-pressure environments, and the added
workload of looking for drones needed to be
addressed.www.frequentis.com


